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Mixed media on Canvas 
50X50 Cm 



Mixed media on canvas 
70X50 Cm 



 



The chador is worn by a large number of 
women in Iran. It is like a large black sheet 

that a woman places over her head, wearing it 
low on her forehead. She then holds it from 

the inside with a hand below her chin and and 
a hand around waist level. The Chador and 

scarf ensemble is only for the outdoors; inside 
the homes, make-up, jewelers and hi-fashion 

take over. The boutiques carry revealing 
dresses and short tops with spaghetti straps, 
all of which are worn at home or under the 

chador while going out for a party.  
 

Is it that important to be focusing on what they 
wear? 

I’m working on unlimited editions of  paintings in this 
project and most of them are 100X70 CM 

And Video art and Instaltion. 

Project Name: Covering Up 



Mixed Media on Canvas 
 100 X70 Cm 



 





Mellica Mehraban  
مهربان ملیسا  

Mixed media on cardboard 
20X14 Inch 

 
 

Laerke Posselt of Denmark won 
the first Prize Portraits Singles 

category of the 2012 World Press 
Photo Contest for his picture 
showing Iranian-born Danish 

actress Mellica Mehraban 



Mixed media on canvas 30 X40 Cm 



 

Mixed media on canvas 30 X40 Cm 



Mixed media on canvas 
100X70 Cm 







 



 



 









Mixed media on Vinyl records 12" 
poet of Saadi Shirazi 

 

gracing the entrance of the Hall of Nations of the 
United Nations building in New York City 

 









 



 



www.CK1Art.com 



CLOTHING 



Hand Painted 
shoes 

You are viewing a listing for a pair 
of custom painted canvas shoes in 

the Vans style.  

I love to improvise , but the basis 
of my imaginations for the designs 

deviated from middle eastern 
motifs and ,like those ones you 

might find on Persian rugs ,carpets 
and textiles , even mosque 

ceramics. 



 



CK1Art.com 





 



 





 







 





 



 





 





Speak your peace 
Site-specific mixed media graffiti 
wall mural16'x18',2012by CK1 and 
Shaghayegh CyrousSan 
Francisco,CA2012-2013 








